Going native: Proper management ensures playability

One area of golf course design and course aesthetics that clash with playability is the proliferation of native grass areas. The addition of native grass, which has been labeled the “Scottish look,” has sparked a debate, as architects incorporate more and more of these grass areas into designs.

Most of these layouts are sites with limited trees and open land, which need mounding features for hole separation and definition. But the use of native grass can also be found as bunker surrounds and wildlife habitat areas. Some courses have also incorporated native areas to reduce mowing and labor costs in out-of-the-way areas.

True native grass can be defined as grasses indigenous to the area that are growing in nearby fields. These species survive with natural rainfall, no fertilizer and no mowing. Native grass cultivar selection often results in grasses that are not truly native to the area. There is no problem with this, however, many times mistakes are made in selection. The typical mistake is choosing a cultivar that performs more like a true turfgrass than a true native grass.

Another typical mistake is the seeding rates. Many times superintendents/architects use rates much too high and create a stand that is far too dense. For example, the normal seeding rates for native fescues should be 50 to 75 percent less than a turf stand. This will provide a much more playable situation with a thinner stand. The grass will develop a more clump-type growth habit with the ability to seed better and get that wispy, seashore look.

Seeded zoysia shows promise in lower transition area

Purdue University is working in conjunction with the University of Kentucky to study the viability of seeded zoysia grass in the lower transition zone. The results so far are promising, according to Purdue’s turfgrass extension specialist, Zachary Reicher.

“We are in our third full year of research here,” said Reicher. “We think zoysia is the best overall choice for fairways and tees in the lower transition area from Kansas to Maryland because of its ease of maintenance. It also requires less inputs and it survives the winter better than bermudagrass.”

Research has focused on the best approaches to seeding zoysia, specifically studying the best timing and rates and when herbicides can safely be applied. Work is also being done to determine the best method of converting cool-season turf to zoysia.

With seeded varieties, more courses could get the benefits of zoysia without the initial expense. Previously, zoysia has been only widely available as sod, sprigs or plugs. Seeded zoysia costs $1,500 to $2,000 an acre compared to $15,000 for sod and $5,000 for strip sod.

According to Tim Bowyer of Patten Seed Co., which is supplying the studies with its Zenith seeded zoysia grass, there is now a ready supply of seeded zoysia on hand.

“Before it was an inventory issue,” said Bowyer. “Now we can produce the volume of seeded zoysia that the market needs. But there has been no work done on seeding it because it has traditionally been all plugging and sodding. It can
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Haines’ ceramic material eases maintenance
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no trick holes and there are no continuous cart paths.

"One of my pet peeves as a golfer is having to keep cars on paths set too far off to the side. When we say 'car path only,' we mean take it down the middle of the fairway," said Haines. "Our car paths are essentially invisible, because the PermO2Pore root zone helps us achieve a more traditional look and feel. Players are directed to the optimum areas of the fairway, with their view and play unimpeded by car paths.

Haines’ proprietary PermO2Pore mix of sand and porous ceramic granules creates a specialized root zone sturdy enough to support car traffic leaving natural gravel paths fanning onto the fairways, and gathering again at the gravel paths near the greens. PermO2Pore is a product made by Agronomic Systems Design Group, which Haines helped them develop.

With little or no compaction to deal with, the maintenance crews only have to control the wear to the turfgrass by managing the traffic patterns. Small metal markers delineate the fortified areas. To golfers, there is no noticeable car path beyond the gravel areas.

The porous ceramic root zone is approximately 12 to 15 feet wide, and extends 30 to 40 yards into the fairway, large enough to be able to redirect cars each day to allow the worn areas of turf to grow and heal. Haines has also applied porous ceramic technology to putting greens. A similar soil conditioning and drainage system he calls SoilAire alleviates the need for the gravel blanket normally prescribed by the USGA in "perched greens" construction.

"Over the years, the capillary nature of the soil in perched greens is increased by the steady build-up of organic matter," said Haines. "With their capability to retain so much more water, the greens simply do not get enough air and must be aerated more often," Haines added that SoilAire green construction is in place at more than 50 golf courses throughout the country.

A prescribed mixture of sand and porous ceramic placed directly over the base soil results in improved capillary movement as compared to the more traditional approach. As water moves through the SoilAire mixture, it slows at the soil interface, but does not stop. The capillary forces pull excess water through the root zone, while drawing air in from the top as the system reaches equilibrium. The porous ceramic material drains more rapidly and holds equal amounts of air and water in the root zone.

Where USGA specifications require a cavity 16 inches deep to accommodate two separate layers of gravel and soil cavity, the depth of the cavity for the SoilAire mixture is only 10 inches.

"The porous ceramic mixture itself may cost a little more, but the overall green construction costs compare closely to that of a USGA approach," said Haines. "The SoilAire system has the potential to reduce long-term maintenance costs, which helps in our objective to provide affordable golf at San Pedro." 

Zoysia research
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give lower-end golf courses something that exclusive golf courses have used for years.

The data collected so far shows that the best time to seed zoysia is between May 15 and July 1. After 10 weeks, there is 100 percent coverage and the turf is playable. The best rate is between one to two pounds of seed per 1,000 square feet, and the first herbicide application, depending on the product used, can be made as early as two weeks after seeding.

For the conversion of ryegrass and bluegrass, Purdue has conducted field trials and also worked with four golf courses in Indiana and Kentucky.

"We found that overseeding existing fairways doesn’t work well, even at high rates of seed," said Aaron Patton, a graduate student working with Reicher. "The best move is to treat the area with Roundup, prepare a seedbed and put down seed."

Patton and Reicher plan to spend another year doing more herbicide studies and Patton will continue on to study which varieties are most resistant to zoysia patch.

"At this point," Reicher said, "we have enough answers so superintendents can make an educated decision about whether to choose or convert to zoysia."